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Abstract

We propose the "Digital-Surrogate Seal of Approval" (DSSOA) as a simple way of describing digital objects
created from printed books and other non-digital originals as surrogates for the analog original. The DSSOA
denotes that a digitization accurately and completely replicates the content and presentation of the
original. It can be used to express an intended goal during the planning stages of digitization and to
guarantee the quality of existing digital surrogates. The DSSOA Criteria can be used to evaluate individual
digital objects or entire completed collections. DSSOA is independent of production technologies and
methodologies and focuses instead on the perspective of consumers — including libraries that rely on digital
surrogates.

 

Justification of a New Standard

Digitization of existing books and other static, born-analog materials such as magazines, newspapers, and
journals is increasingly valued and important for libraries and the communities they serve. This is true
because digitization promises a lot: better access (faster, distributed, simultaneous), better preservation
(protection of brittle originals from deterioration through use, potentially more secure long-term
preservation of digital rather than fragile paper), better discovery (through full-text and faceted
searching), enhanced usability (mashups, computational analysis, construction of digital corpora), better
collection management (through shared storage and metadata management), and more.

Unfortunately, there is no singular process of "digitization" that automatically fulfills all of these promises.
Each digitization is unique (Owens). Every digitization project is the result of a unique intersection of
available technologies, budgets, staffing, selected technological standards, and, ideally, the specified
needs of a user-community (Kenney). Indeed, the term "digitization" can be used to describe anything from
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photo-imaging that creates eye-readable images of pages, to Optical Character Recognition (OCR) that
creates machine-readable text, to the human re-keying of text, to the complete re-creation of a book as an
e-book or as an app, to a combination of some or all of these techniques. And digitization — the creation of
a digital object from an analog object — is only the first step in delivering on many of these promises. Many
other activities (e.g., creating metadata, preserving digital content in a trusted digital repository,
providing digital user-services) must also be planned and successfully implemented in order to deliver on
those promises.

Although, in an ideal world, the digitization choices for making a book accessible will complement choices
for making it preservable, in reality the choices, costs, and technologies for one may actually conflict with
those of the other (Snawder). In the real world, all of those promises may come in conflict with each other,
with the intended uses of the resulting digitization, and with the resource constraints of a particular
digitization project (Ames).

In this context, the word "digitization" hides more than it reveals. To know that a book has been digitized
does not begin to tell librarians or users what they need to know.

While digitization project managers understand this, it is important that library administrators, collection
managers, service providers, preservation officers, business managers, digitization technologists, and
others who are responsible for library collections and services also have a clear understanding of what
digitization actually delivers, not just what it promises. It is also important for end-users to understand
what they are being promised when a library says it plans to deliver its paper collections digitally. This is
true not just for libraries that are digitizing their own collections, but also for libraries that intend to rely
on digitization done by others. In the digital age, this includes virtually every library since most, if not all,
purchase or license access to commercial digital products and rely on publicly available digitizations to

complement or supplement their own collections.1

There are many standards and guidelines for digitization. (See, for example, the Resource List created by
the FADGI Still Image Working Group). But these standards are primarily intended for production and are
not easily understood or usable either by the end-users who actually use the digital copies or by libraries
who intend to rely on them. Specifying the technical details of how the object was produced (e.g., bit
depth, color space) does not speak to the accuracy of the digitization. Nor does it explain whether the
chosen technical specifications were appropriate for any particular use. Indeed, existing guidelines can
conflict with each other. They help digitizers make decisions (e.g., file format, pixels per inch), but,
ultimately, each project must make choices among complex alternatives. Existing digitization standards do
not give us a vocabulary for describing the goals of a digitization project, why the decisions were
appropriate, whether or not the project achieved its desired goals, or if the digital objects created meet
the needs of end-users.

The existing production standards are essential, but we need to supplement them with a clear, consistent,
objective "consumer" vocabulary that non-specialists, including librarians and end-users, can employ to
describe and compare the actual utility that digitization brings to users. The DSSOA is one small step
toward that end.

 

Context: Print as an interface

We believe that one base-line, minimum method for the digitization of books is the capturing of the
original layout and presentation of the analog work — a digital surrogate for the original analog object.
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Books and other printed information packages (e.g., journals, newspapers) don't just store and transport
information; they also encode and present information. They are the user-interface: the layout of text on
the page imparts meaning. Spacing and line breaks define columns and rows in a statistical table and reveal
the structure of a poem. The size and position of text provide semantic context that indicates which text is
a chapter heading and which is a page number; this context shows that one page contains an original text
and the facing page contains its translation. The comparative size and position of text denote footnote
numbers and exponential values of numbers. Printed publications use colors, fonts, locations on the page,
boxes, lines and other graphic elements to give context to the text (e.g., callouts, sidebars, illustration
labels, annotations, footnotes, epigraphs, and headings). Indentation echoes and clarifies hierarchical
structure in legal codes and statutes. Variations in font (bold, italics, etc.) can denote emphasis, change in
language, and change in narrator voice. Non-text elements contain content: images, photographs, graphics,
charts, maps, and so forth. The relative positions of text and non-text elements (position on the page, text
and non-text adjacency) is itself information that provides context and specifies inter-relationships
between the two. Finally, there is a long history of book design (and design of journals, magazines,
newspapers, etc.) which is itself both an art and a science that creates context for the information content
(Bartram, Wikipedia). Text alone without these features can lose meaning or introduce ambiguity and
confusion.

As noted above, capturing the original layout and presentation of the analog work is not the only way
analog information can be digitized. Nor should capturing the original presentation be the only motivation
to digitize. In the long run, this kind of digitization may even be deprecated in favor of the re-creation of
content to better match the capabilities and limitations of e-book reading devices and future, as-yet-
unimagined technologies. Capturing the original layout is, in some cases, the exact wrong way to deliver
content to some e-book reading devices. But creating a digital surrogate is currently a popular method of
digitization and it has indisputable, inherent value, which is why we believe it warrants its own
user-centered standard.

 

Introducing the Digital-Surrogate Seal of Approval (DSSOA)

The DSSOA is a tool for asserting that a digital surrogate accurately and completely replicates the content
and presentation of a static, analog original such as a book. The DSSOA consists of two Criteria and Rules
for applying them.

The Criteria provide a user-oriented, consistent, and easily understood vocabulary for describing the
quality of a digital surrogate without the need for specifying the processes or technologies for achieving
that quality.

Organizations responsible for the creation, management, preservation, or delivery of digital surrogates may
use the Rules to perform the verification of digital objects and then assert that a complete,
bibliographically-identified digital surrogate meets the criteria by applying the Seal to it or to a collection
of such items.

The DSSOA Criteria may also be used on their own by anyone to describe or compare or evaluate individual
titles or entire collections.

 

Who should use DSSOA
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The DSSOA should be used by those curators that seek to replace analog originals with digital surrogates for
purposes of preservation or collection management. It should be used when the library's designated
user-community expects accurate and complete digital surrogates and when the library expects that users
will consult the surrogate instead of the original.

 

The Digital-Surrogate Seal of Approval

The DSSOA provides a simple tool for doing one simple thing: providing an assurance that the digital object
created by a digitization process is as good as the original and that it can be used as easily, as fully, and as
accurately as the original. A user given sufficient access to such a digital surrogate would not need to
consult the original. The focus of the DSSOA is on the digitization of static, analog originals, such as books,
using the definition in ALA's Minimum Digitization Capture Recommendations (Bogus).

DSSOA Criteria

The DSSOA indicates that the original has been reformatted successfully (100% accuracy) and completely.
The DSSOA may be applied to a digitized version of an analog original when it accurately replicates the
original. To do this, two criteria must be met and verified:

Completeness. All pages of the original are fully and completely reproduced. No page or part of a page
is obscured or blurred or masked or skipped or missing. There is a complete reproduction of each page
in its entirety.

1.

Accuracy. The original layout and appearance are preserved. All text is legible and at least as easily
read as the original. There is no visual degradation as compared to the original. All text is clear and
without any blur or distortion at the same size as the original. All images are clear and of a quality
(e.g., color, resolution) equal to the original.

2.

When both criteria are met according to the rules below, the DSSOA may be applied. If either criterion is
not met, the DSSOA may not be applied. Typically, DSSOA will be applied by those that are responsible for
the creation or management or preservation or delivery of digital objects.

Rules for applying the DSSOA

The DSSOA may be applied to a bibliographically-identified item when:

The responsible organization has verified that both DSSOA criteria are met for that item.1.

The responsible organization provides a Statement of Verification.2.

The Statement of Verification must:

Specify and describe the methodology used to verify compliance.1.

Confirm 100% compliance.2.

The DSSOA does not specify any method or procedure for verification. Current processes typically use
human review of every page (Rieger), but DSSOA does not prohibit automated verification technologies.
The verification statement must specify the methodology used and include either a description of the
methodology or a reference to such a description that demonstrates that it successfully verifies human-
readable accuracy and completeness. A "digital surrogate" in this context is a complete, accurate, digital
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replica of a bibliographically-identified, analog original item.

The Digital-Surrogate Seal of Approval may be applied to bibliographically-identified items or to a
collection of bibliographically-identified items when the DSSOA has been applied to all items in the
collection.

 

Use of the DSSOA

The DSSOA criteria may be used by organizations that create, manage, preserve, or deliver digital content.
They may apply it to items that they curate as a way of communicating to their user-communities the
completeness and accuracy of digital surrogates.

In addition, the DSSOA Criteria may be used by anyone to describe and compare items or collections. For
example:

A digitization project may use the DSSOA criteria to describe intent of the project. Thus, during the
planning stages of a digitization project, the planners may assert that they intend to make
digitizations eligible for DSSOA.

Reviewers of individual items or collections of items may use the DSSOA Criteria to suggest or
confirm or challenge a DSSOA assertion.

Any user of a digitized item may use the DSSOA Criteria to describe its accuracy or completeness or
usability.

 

Notes on applying DSSOA

Although the above description of DSSOA is intended to be unambiguous, it is worth addressing some
questions and situations that will likely occur to those wishing to use it.

Digitization. DSSOA can be applied to any process that accurately and completely reproduces in digital
form the content and presentation of the original analog item regardless of the technology used to achieve
that end. Current technologies used for this purpose produce essentially a photographic image of the
original, but future technologies could, presumably, provide the same functionality with different, more
advanced techniques.

Statistical Sampling. Checking only a statistical sample of pages to verify a work, or a statistical sample of
works to verify a collection does not, by definition, verify every page and so is unacceptable as a method
of verifying DSSOA compliance.

Assertion of DSSOA Compliance. DSSOA does not specify any particular format or presentation of the
assertion of DSSOA Compliance, but we anticipate that many libraries will create and maintain the
assertion in metadata for purposes of description, discovery, preservation, and collection management.

Since most bibliographically-identified items will consist of more than one page or image or digital file, an
indication of page-level, image-level, or file-level DSSOA-verification of completeness and accuracy may be
asserted in metadata. When all pages or images or files of a bibliographically-identified item have been
verified as DSSOA-compliant, the Digital-Surrogate Seal of Approval may be applied to the item. The
DSSOA may also be applied to a collection of bibliographically-identified items that are all DSSOA-
compliant.
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Format of Statement of Verification. DSSOA does not specify any particular format or presentation of the
Statement of Verification. We anticipate that those asserting DSSOA compliance will do so in metadata that
accompany the digitizations. Required information may be included by reference. For example, a single
statement that describes the verification methodology used on many items could be indicated by reference
in the metadata for each item and the specific date and verifier (e.g., person or process) could be
indicated at the page or item level.

Metadata Elements. For libraries that wish to use metadata to identify verification status, we recommend
the use of three appropriately structured metadata elements:

DSSOA_complete [yes | no ; date = ; verifier= ; notes= ]

DSSOA_accurate [yes | no ; date = ; verifier= ; notes= ]

DigitalSurrogateSealOfApproval [ yes | no ; verification_method= ; qualification= [ yes | no ];
notes=]

 

Requirements and Exceptions

Missing Pages. The completeness criterion should be interpreted to require the reproduction of any part of
the original that conveys context or meaning. This might, for example, include blank pages where such
pages provide context (e.g., page numbering, left/right orientation) for the non-blank pages. It might
include covers and end-papers. In cases where pages are skipped for justifiable reasons (they provide
neither content nor context), they should be specifically documented and justified in the Verification
Statement (e.g., "blank end pages contain no content or context and were omitted"). If pages with content
or context are intentionally skipped for any reason (e.g., a project lacks the technology for digitizing
oversized fold-out pages or maps), the bibliographically-identified item cannot be considered DSSOA-
compliant.

Legibility of text. Digitized text that is blurred, or less sharp and clear than the original at the same size
as the original, disqualifies an item from getting the Seal. Anything that makes the digitization less
readable or less legible than the original, in whole or in part, would disqualify the entire item.

Artifact. With current technologies, digital surrogates do not normally provide a reproduction of the
original artifact. DSSOA therefore does not include any criteria for evaluating a replication of the artifact
(Council on Library and Information Resources, Werner).

Qualified DSSOA-Compliance. Incomplete or damaged original. DSSOA may be applied to a complete
digitization of an incomplete or damaged original where no complete or undamaged original exists. In such
cases, the DSSOA criteria must be applied to what is available for digitization and the Verification
Statement must record that the surrogate is an accurate and complete copy of an incomplete or damaged
original. DSSOA-compliant items may then use the label "Qualified Digital-Surrogate Seal of Approval: some
content [may be | is] damaged or missing."

Qualified DSSOA-Compliance. Digitizations of derivatives. When a digitization is created from a derivative
(e.g., digitization of a microfilm copy of a newspaper), this must be clearly recorded in the Verification
Statement and any known problems with the derivative (i.e., if the derivative itself would not meet the
DSSOA criteria -- for example if the completeness or accuracy of the derivative is not verified or if accuracy
of the derivative has known problems such as missing pages or inaccurate reproduction of illustrations)
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must be indicated. DSSOA criteria must be applied to what is available for digitization. DSSOA-compliant
items may then use the label "Qualified Digital-Surrogate Seal of Approval: some content [may be | is]
damaged or missing."

DSSOA collections. When a collection of bibliographically-identified items all have the same, unqualified
Digital-Surrogate Seal of Approval, the collection may use the designation "Digital-Surrogate Seal of
Approval" to describe the collection.

Qualified DSSOA collections. If some or all items in a collection have only Qualified DSSOA-compliance
(see above), the collection may only use the designation "Qualified Digital-Surrogate Seal of Approval: some
copies are damaged or incomplete."

Newly discovered problems. If, after DSSOA is applied, an inaccuracy, illegibility, or incompleteness is
discovered, either the DSSOA assertion must be removed, or the problem corrected and re-verified. In the
case of an item in an DSSOA collection, the work must be removed from the collection, or corrected, or the
collection must be down-graded to be no longer DSSOA compliant.

 

Value of the DSSOA in a Larger Context

The DSSOA will not be appropriate or necessary for all digitization projects or collections. It should,
however, be of value to those libraries that wish to use digitization as a means of collection management
(Schonfeld, Lavoie, Malpas). This is particularly true when a library plans to use the digital object as a
substitute for rather than as a complement to the original analog copy. It should also be of value to
libraries that intend to rely on the digital collections of commercial or non-commercial organizations for
delivery of content and services to their users. In such environments, DSSOA provides an essential metric
for evaluating options and for communicating to users.

The interplay between digitization, collection management, preservation, and service delivery is complex
and no single standard can provide adequate guidance on its own for library decision making. We believe
that libraries in the digital age will need a set of tools that will facilitate wise long-term decision making
and that the DSSOA is only one such tool. We anticipate other tools that will provide a clear way of
communicating with users such things as:

Quality, kind, and extent of discovery metadata and tools.

Long-term preservation guarantees including deposit in trusted repositories.

Usability and utility including APIs.

Selection criteria including accuracy, currency, coverage, etc.

Digitization is just one aspect of a rapidly changing information environment. With tools like DSSOA,
libraries should be better equipped to communicate to their users the value of the library in a clear,
unambiguous way.

 

Summary

The Digital-Surrogate Seal of Approval is a tool for asserting that a digital surrogate accurately and
completely replicates the content and presentation of a static, analog original such as a book. It should be
used by those curators that seek to substitute a digital surrogate for an analog original for purposes of
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preservation or collection management and for access purposes where accuracy and completeness are
required by the user-community.

The DSSOA Criteria provide a user-oriented, consistent, and easily understood vocabulary for describing the
quality of a digital object without the need for specifying the processes or technologies for achieving that
quality. These criteria may be used by anyone to describe or compare digital surrogates or collections.

 

Notes

1 There are many such examples of publicly available digital collections but a few of the most popular ones
include the Internet Archive, Google Books Project, Hathitrust, Library of Congress' American Memory
Project, University of North Texas Digital Library, and the many projects listed on the Federal Depository
Library Program Digital Registry.
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